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Post & Rail

Sheds

A The classic Sandwich
post and rail with its
5”x5” federal capped
posts and 3 1/4”x3 1/4”
rails.*

Canton, CT

B The three rail rustic
Brewster fencing
provides added height.
You may also add
picket style cross
braces.			
C The simple style of

*Available in wood or vinyl
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Privacy

Sheds

A Our Eastham style
		

South Yarmouth, MA

B The Nauset v-matched

C Our classic Nauset
solid cedar board can
be either scalloped
(shown) or straight top
for added privacy. A
cap strip (shown) can
be added for a more
finished look.		
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Privacy

Specialties
We have a wide variety
of specialties to offer
homeowners and businesses.

Shower Enclosures
Mailbox and
Lantern Posts
Playsets
A

A The Eastham v-matched board
			

Trellises
B The v-matched Eastham with
		

C Our Eastham 1”x4” board
panel with custom baluster
topper.		
*Available in wood or vinyl

Pergolas
Hand Railings
Furniture
Design your own or let our
professional staff custom
design it for you.
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Privacy

Ornamental & Chainlink

A Our Nauset style
with a transitional
spaced board topper.
A Nantucket arbor
and gate is added for a
more welcoming look.

A This ornamental
aluminum style
fencing is designed
for both beauty and
security.			
B Landscape challenges
are skillfully managed
by the use of this
stepped aluminum
fencing.			

B This spaced board style
A

A

B

B

C Pointed top pickets,
steel or aluminum,
enhance security
for residential or
commercial properties.
D This all black
chainlink fence
appears to vanish into
the landscape.		

C Our traditional (the
Yarmouth) premium
stockade with round
cedar flat topped posts.
Add a transition sweep
for a more finished
look.		
C

D The Nauset board
privacy panel with our
in-house made Bass
River topped (Gothic)
posts. These sections
show a top 1”x4” facia
board.

C

E Our ornamental 3 rail
fence with decorative
picket and ball caps.

D
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E

D

E

E The Nauset v-matched
tongue and groove
vinyl enclosure used to
surround a trash area
or air conditioning
unit.
4

Arbors & Gates

Picket

A The Nantucket style
arbor comes in a
variety of sizes. Shown
here with the Nauset
style v-matched gate.

A Simple elegance.
The Provincetown
scalloped baluster
transitions into the
Nauset style privacy
panel.

B This Nantucket style
double gate has a
capped 1”x3” flat
picket and raised
center.

B The Provincetown
		
A

A

C Our Nantucket
capped picket fence
with hidden posts.
Use the picket width
of your choice. 		

D

C These double drive
Eastham style gates
are v-matched with an
english lattice topper.
D Our Nauset style
v-matched double
drive gate with black
ornamental hardware.
All gates made to fit
any size opening.

B

D This neighbor-friendly
Provincetown vinyl
baluster with routed
rails features a finished
look on both sides.		

B

E

E The Provincetown
scalloped gate
incorporated with
our pergola style
arbor.
F The single style
halo arbor with the
Falmouth style half
moon gate.
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Picket

Access Control

A The Plymouth
scalloped picket
transitions into the
Nauset solid board
privacy panel.
B Plain but unique, the
A

B

C The traditional Cape
Cod picket fence (the
Chatham) with 5”
Federal capped posts.

Our access control system provides for your added security. Your gate can be accessed by the use of a keypad, card reader or
remote controls. All styles of fencing can be used with an automated system. Shown are the Provincetown baluster style stained
white (top) and ornamental iron gates that come in a wide variety of colors (bottom). 						

D The Plymouth 1”x3”
flat picket with a
radius section at the
corner.			
E The Nantucket, shown
here in vinyl, with a
plain cap.			
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Entryways

Picket

A This distinctive
staggered
Provincetown style
baluster entryway
can be curved to
accommodate any
driveway.

A The rustic Dennis
post and rail. You
can mix any style
of fence together.
Shown behind is the
Provincetown baluster.
B The placement of
this Plymouth picket
creates the look of a
traditional English
garden.			

A

A

C The Plymouth
scalloped vinyl picket
is a perfect backdrop
for defining any
garden.		

B

C The Provincetown
vinyl baluster with
oversized entrance
posts and pineapple
finials enhances the
entryway of this large
estate.

B

D Simple but elegant,
the Plymouth picket
defines this grand
home’s circular
driveway. 		
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B Stone pillars define
this entryway with the
Plymouth vinyl style
picket.		

D This custom made
entryway with stately
raised panel posts and
large sphere finials
complement the
Provincetown style
baluster sections.		

D
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Entryways

Picket

A This distinctive
staggered
Provincetown style
baluster entryway
can be curved to
accommodate any
driveway.

A The rustic Dennis
post and rail. You
can mix any style
of fence together.
Shown behind is the
Provincetown baluster.
B The placement of
this Plymouth picket
creates the look of a
traditional English
garden.

A

A

C The Plymouth
scalloped vinyl picket
is a perfect backdrop
for defining any
garden.

B

C The Provincetown
vinyl baluster with
oversized entrance
posts and pineapple
finials enhances the
entryway of this large
estate.

B

D Simple but elegant,
the Plymouth picket
defines this grand
home’s circular
driveway.

C

C
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B Stone pillars define
this entryway with the
Plymouth vinyl style
picket.		

D This custom made
entryway with stately
raised panel posts and
large sphere finials
complement the
Provincetown style
baluster sections.		

D
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Picket

Access Control

A The Plymouth
scalloped picket
transitions into the
Nauset solid board
privacy panel.

A

B

C The traditional Cape
Cod picket fence (the
Chatham) with 5”
federal capped posts.

Our access control system provides for your added security. Your gate can be accessed by the use of a keypad, card reader or
remote controls. All styles of fencing can be used with an automated system. Shown are the Provincetown baluster style stained
white (top) and ornamental iron gates that come in a wide variety of colors (bottom). 						

D The Plymouth 1”x3”
flat picket with a
radius section at the
corner.
E The Nantucket, shown
here in vinyl, with a
plain cap.
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B Plain but unique, the
Falmouth scalloped
1”x3” flat board
with federal capped
posts.

E

6

Arbors & Gates

Picket

A The Nantucket style
arbor comes in a
variety of sizes. Shown
here with the Nauset
style v-matched gate.

A Simple elegance.
The Provincetown
scalloped baluster
transitions into the
Nauset style privacy
panel.
B The Provincetown
straight topped
baluster with facia
boards and raised
scalloped Z braced
gate.		

A

A

C Our Nantucket
capped picket fence
with hidden posts.
Use the picket width
of your choice.

B This Nantucket style
double gate has a
capped 1”x3” flat
picket and raised
center.			
D

C These double drive

D Our Nauset style
v-matched double
drive gate with black
ornamental hardware.
All gates made to fit
any size opening.

B

D This neighbor-friendly
Provincetown vinyl
baluster with routed
rails features a finished
look on both sides.		

B

E

E The Provincetown
scalloped gate
incorporated with
our pergola style
arbor.
F The single style
halo arbor with the
Falmouth style half
moon gate.
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Privacy

Ornamental & Chainlink

A Our Nauset style
with a transitional
spaced board topper.
A Nantucket arbor
and gate is added for a
more welcoming look.

A This ornamental
aluminum style
fencing is designed
for both beauty and
security.			
B Landscape challenges
are skillfully managed
by the use of this
stepped aluminum
fencing.			

A

A

B

B

C Pointed top pickets,
steel or aluminum,
enhance security
for residential or
commercial properties.
D This all black
chainlink fence
appears to vanish into
the landscape.		

C Our traditional (the
Yarmouth) premium
stockade with round
cedar flat topped posts.
Add a transition sweep
for a more finished
look.		
C

D The Nauset board
privacy panel with our
in house made Bass
River topped (gothic)
posts. These sections
show a top 1”x4” facia
board.

C

E Our ornamental 3 rail
fence with decorative
picket and ball caps.
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B This spaced board style
fence (the Nauset) is
scalloped with
5”x5” federal capped
posts. Add a 1”x2” cap
strip on the section for
a more finished look.

E

D

E

E The Nauset v-matched
tongue and groove
vinyl enclosure used to
surround a trash area
or air conditioning
unit.
4

Privacy

Specialties
We have a wide variety
of specialties to offer
homeowners and businesses.

Shower Enclosures
Mailbox and
Lantern Posts
Playsets*
Trellises

A

A The Eastham v-matched board
panel with our english style
lattice topper.

B The v-matched Eastham with
an in house made scalloped
baluster topper. Use a
transition section at the end
for a more finished look.

C Our Eastham 1”x4” board
panel with custom baluster
topper.

Sheds*
Pergolas
Hand Railings
Furniture*
* CT location only
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Design your own or let our
professional staff custom
design it for you.
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Post & Rail

Sheds

A The classic Sandwich
post and rail with its
5”x5” federal capped
posts and 3 1/4”x3 1/4”
rails.

(Canton, CT Location Only)

B The three rail rustic
Brewster fencing
provides added height.
You may also add
picket style cross
braces.			
C The simple style of
the Wellfleet post
and rail with federal
capped 5”x5” posts
and 2”x6” rails.
A
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Notes

Since 1956, Cape Cod Fence Co. has been one of New England’s leading suppliers and installers of wood, metal and vinyl fence
products throughout Cape Cod and the Islands, southeastern Massachusetts, and Connecticut. In addition to expert year-round
professional installation, sales and design, we also offer tennis and pool enclosures, entryways, outdoor furniture, garden sheds,
playsets, dog and horse fencing, and accessories such as lamp posts, mailbox posts and flagpoles.
This catalogue highlights many of our most-requested products. Additional styles are available and we are also able to create custom
designs. Cape Cod Fence will custom-build to your specifications in our fully-equipped workshop. Please call for a free consultation
and estimate.
Massachusetts
Route 28, South Yarmouth
508.398.6041 • 1.800.352.7785

Connecticut
Route 44, Canton
860.673.3211
www.CapeCodFence.com

